UCLA DISABILITY INCLUSION LAB

DANCING DISABILITY

Dance Performance as Social Action

DISABILITY STUDIES + MOVEMENT + CHOREOGRAPHY

Dancing Disability will be an immersive lab held on the UCLA campus that will bring together dance artists to engage in the creation of new performance that will challenge ideas of body.

Movement exploration, choreographic inquiry, and disability studies scholarship will be led by:

Rosemarie Garland-Thomson
Disability justice advocate and disability studies scholar.

Victoria Marks
Choreographer and UCLA professor.

Alice Sheppard
Choreographer and disability aesthetic provocateur.

Application Deadline: January 15, 2019
APPLICATION AVAILABLE: DECEMBER 15, 2019

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.uei.ucla.edu/academic-programs/disability-studies/disability-inclusion-lab

FOR QUESTIONS, EMAIL:
dancingdisability@college.ucla.edu

SPONSORS:
UCLA School of Arts and Architecture, UCLA Office of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusions, UCLA Department of World Arts and Cultures/Dance, and UCLA Disability Studies